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Welcome 
Thank you for purchasing EverOuest®: The Shadows of Luci in TM. 

~ EverOuest®: ll1e Shadows of Luclin TM is the third expansion pack for 
\.. the world-renowned massively-multiplayer game EverOuest. You must 

have an active EverQuest installation and account prior to installation 
of this expansion. 

If you do not currently have an active EverOuest installation and 
account, you can visit http://station.sony.com!store for information on 
purchasing EverOuest. 

Features 
EverOuest®: The Shadows of Luclin TM includes the following features: 

• Over 25 new zones, including adventure areas, dungeons, and cities. 
• A new player race of noble cat people: The Vah Shir. 
• A new player class: ll1e Beastlord. 
• All new high-poly player character models with high-resolution 

textures. 
• Armor that attaches to your characters as pieces of geometry rather 

than simple textures. 
• More visible pieces of armor. 
• The ability to advance beyond level 50 with EverOuest characters. 
• The ability to engage in alternate forms of advancement for those 

above level 50. 
• Dozens of new creatures to encounter. 
• Hund.reds of new quests. 
• Thousands of new items. 
• Innumerable new challenges. 
• A completely redesigned user interface, completely customizable 

via an XML definition file (this will be available to all subscribers, 
regardless of expansion registration status). 

• A new graphics engine that includes features such as Hardware 
Transform and Lighting as well as other recent DirectX 
improvements. 

• All new high-resolution textures for classic EverOuest and 
expansion zones. 

Check out the manual supplement, EQManual_Supplement.doc 
(or .txt), for details. ll1ese files will be placed in your EverOuest 
directory upon connecting to the patch server. 
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System Requirements 
Before you install the EverOuest®: llie Shadows of Luclin™ expan
sion make sure that your system meets the following requirements: 

Minimum Configuration 

Windows 98/2000/ME/XP or higher with DirectX 8 or higher. 
400 MHz or faster Intel® Pentium-II® processor. 
128 MB RAM 
CD-ROM drive 
450 MB of free space (in addition to existing EverOuest installation) 
for Luclin files 
Around 650 MB of additional free space if installing the retextured 
old zones. 
Internet connection with 28.8Kbps or faster connection speed 
Nvidia C,eForce or higher DirectX compliant video card with 16MB 
or higher texture memory supporting Hardware T&L. A 16MB card 
below C,eForce quality can be used if you have an Intel® Pentium 
Ill® or AMD® Albion® processor. 
DirectX 8.0 or higher with compliant video and sound. 
Microsoft-compatible mouse. 
Existing EverOuest®, EverOuest®: The Ruins of KunarkTM (full 
version), or EverOuest®: Trilogy installation with active account. 

Recommended Configuration 

Intel® Pentium Ill® or AMD® Athlon® processor or higher. 
C,eForce II 32MB C,raphics Card. 
256 MB RAM. 
1.5 C,B Free HDD Space. 
56.6K or faster internet connection. 
SBLive or better sound card. 
All previous EverOuest® expansions. 
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Expansion Installation and Registration 

Installation 

Insert Disc 1 of the EverQuest®: Shadows of Luclin game CD 
into your CD-ROM drive. The installation should begin on its 
own within a minute. If it does not, you can start the installation 
by opening "My Computer", double-clicking on your CD-ROM 
drive, then finally by double-clicking on the SETVP.EXE file on 
the CD-ROM. Follow the instructions within the setup program 
to complete installation. 

Registration 

You must register your expansion before you will be able to visit 
Luclin. Ensure that you are connected to the Internet and log into 
EverQuest normally. At the bottom of the server selection screen, 
you will see your current expansion status. 

Expansion Status ---1191 

Expansion Registration -l;:ll:::ri:~==••u~ll~'lilii 

"Expansion Status" will contain one of the following entries: 

• [BLANl<J: Indicates that you are not currently registered for any 
EverQuest expansions. 

• Kunark Enabled: Indicates that you are registered for J<unark. 
• Velious Enabled: Indicates that you are registered for Velious. 
• Luclin Enabled: Indicates that you are registered for Luclin. 
• Expansions Enabled (yellow): Indicates that you are registered for 

Kunark and Velious. 
• Expansions Enabled (white): Indicates that you are registered for 

all three expansions. 
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The "Expansio'l Registration" button text will change based upon 
what expansions are currently installed. 

To register your expansion, press the "Expansion Registration" but
ton. If prompted, indicate the expansion that you wish to register. 
Enter the Account Key from inside your CD-case when prompted. 

BACK 

Interface Enhancements 
The user interface is now extremely customizable via an XML defi
nition fil~ located in your EverOuest directory. Many options for 
customizing your user interface will be available within EverQuest, 
but the file may also be edited with a text editor. Full details 
regarding the new interface will be provided in the 
EQManual_Supplement.doc {or .txt) file located in your EverOuest 
directory. 

Alternate Advancement Summary 
TI1e alternative advancement system will allow anyone who has 

purchased and installed EverOuest®: Shadows of Luclin to further 
customize their high level (51 +) characters. Customized features 
may include things such as minor permanent statistic and resistance 
boosts, unique skills based on your class or archetype (fighter, magic 
user, and priest), and general skills available to everyone. TI1ese 
skills may include anything from an enhanced metabolism, to 
improvements in skills already available to your class. You may also 
find some unique skills not yet available to anyone. Some enhance
ments may add a title to your character based on what choices you 
have made in enhancing your character. TI1ese titles will be ~~~::al 

visible to other players. 
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In order to attain these skills, you will be able to toggle your 
experience into the alternative advancement pool. When you do 

this, your experience will be allocated to this pool in lieu of your "lev
eling" experience bar. Once a certain amount of experience has 
entered the alternative advancement pool, you will receive training 
points that may be allocated to acquiring your enhancements. When 
you acquire the proper amount of training points, you will have the 
option of choosing which enhancement you wish to gain. Remember 
that some enhancements may have pre-requisites that will also need 
to be obtained before you are able to acquire them. 

Players will have the option of toggling between the normal experi
ence pool to gain levels, or back to the alternative enhancement pool 
to gain enhancements whenever they wish (although this may require 
you to zone after you have toggled your switch). Experience loss due 
to death suffered by the character will be taken from the "Leveling" 
experience pool, it will not impact your alternative advancement pool. 

The Vah Shir: Noble Cat People of Luclin 
The Vah Shir have a few things in common with Norrath 's barbarian 
Northmen. Their size, strength, endurance and hardiness are very 
similar, as is their tendency to espouse spirituality as a primary guide 
for life. Bards and shamans are the members of their society who 
hold the lore and tradition sacred and interpret the signs that portend 
the future. Tradition holds strong among these people, but research 
and technological development are not their strong suits. While they 
may express themselves beautifully in art, music, or verse, their mag
ics have none of the sophisticated modern elements another race 
might have developed. 

Their feline natures grant them tremendous agility and strength. 
They can drop great distances, landing on their feet as silently as jun
gle cats. Living on the dark side of Luclin as they do is no hardship 
to them, with their excellent night vision. TI1is, and other keen sens
es, enable them to become adept trackers and hunters of prey. Their 
appetites are dS massive as their bodies, as large amounts of food are 
required to fuel their muscular frames. 
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Beastlords: Masters of the Animal Spirit 
TI1e Vah Shir have introduced the concept of beastlords to Norrathian 
society. TI1ese members of Vah Shir society are closer to the wilderness 
than they are to civilized societies. They embrace nature and all things 
natural, becoming more attuned to the beasts of the field, perhaps, than 
they are to one another. Their magic reflects this relationship, drawing 
power directly from the spirit world to use in controlling or befriending 
the denizens of the animal world. 

TI1e fighting style of this class of character is also adapted from the 
attacks of wild beasts. Tiiey use only small, sharp weapons that serve 
as representations of claws or fangs. The more experienced among 
them are able to mimic the skills of the bear, tiger, eagle or snake. 



On the Ashes of the Empire: 
The Birth of Fordel Midst 

As compiled by Loremaster Traboh, Forde! Historian and Keeper 
of the Sacred Scrolls 

The Tainting of an Empire 

Tsaph Katia, lmperator of the troubled Combine, was holding a 
grand state banquet. 

Almost all nations and tribes were in attendance. The dwarven, 
gnomish and elven allies had ambassadors on hand as did the 
belligerent Tier dal. Even the ogres and trolls were represented. 
All who received an invitation felt compelled to attend, such was 
the power and might of the Combine. 

As the guests entered the banquet hall, Katia was there to receive 
them. One guest came with a smile on his lips and poison in his 
hand. He had dusted his glove with empolomine, a slow-killing, 
hallucination-inducing drug. This guest extended his hand as 
Tsaph welcomed him to the banquet. With this handshake, the 
fate of the Combine was changed. 

The Vigil 

Katta 's reaction was more rapid and violent than most and he col
lapsed during the dinner, appearing as one possessed. Possessed 
by evil, some muttered. 

The banquet hall was cleared, and only a trusted few were 
allowed to remain. As Katia lay on the floor; dying, he spoke his 
last breath into the car of his closest advisor, a fellow bard named 
Lcea. The druids then came and wove stasis spells to keep him 
alive, and put a sleep charm on him so that he would not have to 
endure pain or suffering. Then the elves of the forest came and 
took Tsaph away, to hide him within their realm so that no fur
ther attempts on his life would be possible. 

As soon as word spread around the world that Katta was "dead", 
the Combine broke into a thousand tainted pieces. The petty dis
agreements that had shattered the world before his coming 
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resumed with even more passion. The elves continued to keep watch 
over the resting-place of Tsaph Katia while a few loyal officials, led 
precariously by Lcea, fortified the Loyalists last remnants. 

Lcea brought the brightest minds of the Loyalists together to decide on 
their grim future. Their situation on Norrath was precarious and any 
hopes of rebuilding here were dashed while all the infighting was still 
occurring. 

(/athered in a room together; exhausted by debate, they glanced, as 
one, upward through the darkness. 
There, high in the evening sky, was the familiar sight of Luclin. But 
something was different about the moon this evening. It shone more 
brightly and with more detail than ever before. TI1e rings wrapped the 
moon in fire as the waning sunlight pierced them. Beyond the rings, 
Lcea and others could see blurry cloud formations and sparkling reflec
tions that hinted at bodies of water. 

Lcea stood up and raised her hand to the moon, "That is where we 
will rebuild." 

The Cireat Exodus 

And so it was decreed that Luclin would be the new home of the 
Loyalists. The Combine already possessed vast knowledge of telepor
tation. Vsing this knowledge on a grander scale would be the solu
tion to their problem. 

All they had to do was wait. In a few months Luclin would pass 
directly over the largest Combine spire located in Kunark, providing 
both the focus and the timing needed to complete this mystical feat. 

If they failed, the Loyalists would fall and any hope of building their 
version of the Combine would be lost. It was essentially a costly, all
or-nothing attempt to save their way of life. 

The night had come, and thousands had gathered to participate in per
haps one of the greatest magical events in mortal history. 

Slowly Luclin approached its perigee. The mages began to chant and 
motion in the air. (/lowing strands of mana poured from them, 
twined together, and circled the magnificent spires. A magical 
wind slowly picked up and swirled upward around the spires, 
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' taking the mana with it . With one last burst of magical energy, 
a great ball of light enveloped the spires and then exploded out
ward in a flash . A moment later, the light and everything it illu
minated were gone. 

Focus Redirected 

The bright light had winked out, leaving nothing but a black 
void in its wake. Moments later, flickering lights began to appear 
all around as torches were lit. Above the refugees, where the 
fiery rings of Luclin should have been, was cold dark stone. 
They were not on the surface of Luclin, but deep in the center of 
the moon itself. The air grew heavy with tension and fear as 
thoughts of being trapped underground filled everyone's head. 

As fires were lit and magical light sources were set around the 
group, it became clear that they had been deposited in a vast cav
ern system located near the center of the moon. 

Off to one side of the encampment on a stone island was a large 
black sphere of swirling mist. The sphere emanated a strong 
magical field that seemed to pull everything towards it. This 
sphere, they felt, was most likely responsible for the failed tele
port to the surface. 

But what was ill And what was its purpose? 

Thoughts Divided 
Over the following weeks an encampment grew in the cave 
while scouts ventured into the surrounding caverns. They gath
ered as much information as possible about the cave system in 
hopes of learning more about their predicament. During this time 
they located several caves that extended upward towards the sur
face, though further exploration ruled most of them out as possi
ble exits. Some were just too dangerous and lacked the resources 
needed to sustain life. Two, however, showed a lot of potential 
for supporting a civilization. 

With the choice of which path to take narrowed down, another 
problem was encountered. A good number of those who had 
come to Luclin were now having second thoughts about leaving 
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Norrath. Even if they managed to build an empire here, how would 
they return to Norrath to sow those seeds? 

The Parting 

It was time for a decision to be made. Those who wished to develop 
a means of transport back to Norrath would stay in the caverns and 
those wishing to rebuild the Combine Empire on Luclin detem1ined 
to go to the surface and do just that. l110se remaining would be in 
considerable danger, as they feared the opposing elements of the frac
tured empire would surely have the ability to bring an army to 
Luclin. It was just a matter of time. 

And so it happened. l11e majority gathered their belongings and 
joined the caravan to the surface. The remaining few set to the task 
of building a city and developing the necessary tools to create a 
working portal to Norrath. 

A New Start 

Those who remained below were few in number, less than a thou
sand, but in those few were some of the most skilled craftsman and 
brightest mages. They carved stone and minerals from the caverns to 
construct their homes and workshops. The mages researched and 
studied the black sphere in hopes of learning of its origin and inner 
workings. l11e area that held the sphere soon became known as l11e 
Nexus. 

An Enemy's Search 

It happened sooner than expected. l11e air within the Nexus became 
electrically charged and mist began to swirl around the black sphere. 
Something was coming through. Within moments, an anny began 
to arrive. Those who were researching the Nexus were on hand to 
meet the arriving army. Tensions were high between the two parties. 
Although the residents here no longer sided with the Loyalists, the 
new arrivals were unaware of that. 

However, it seemed they were just as surprised to find someone on 
the other side of the portal. In addition, the people remaining at the 
Nexus had not been idle. Fortifications and guards prevented the 
newcomer am1y from simply seizing control of the area. 
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After a period of time, the officers of the invading army met 
with the officials of the Nexus. The people of the Nexus protested 
that they simply wanted to go back to Norrath and not get 
involved with the Combine dispute, and made this very clear. 
The new arrivals wished to chase down the remaining Loyalists 
and then to return to Norrath. They were shocked to learn that 
there was no way to return to Norrath as yet. 

Not comfortable remaining in what was possibly enemy territory, 
the dedicated and committed members of the army set off to build 
a stronghold of their own. They went opposite the way the 
Loyalists had gone. Building a new fortress, they would have 
time to organize and prepare to engage the Loyalists. Many were 
ordered to stay with those who were researching the Nexus, for 
the leader of the army refused to give up hope on returning to 
Norrath. And so the town numbers nearly doubled with the 
added researchers. 

The newest residents of the underground city segregated them
selves and created their own little settlement right next to the one 
already there. An invisible boundary was the only thing that sepa
rated them. 

A Strong Foothold 

The construction of the cavern settlement continued along with 
the research. As time passed, the differences between the two fac
tions of researchers dissipated and they worked more closely 
together each day. Perhaps, they thought, only with a combined 
effort would they have a chance to reopen the portal to Norrath 
and return home. At this time, a number of families who had 
played important roles in either the construction of the city or in 
the research of the black sphere became very prominent in the city 
workings. 

It was time to make their little settlement a city. A general council 
meeting was held with the heads of families and owners of shops 
attending. TI1ey elected a group of council members who would 
decide on a political structure for the city. Because of the diversity 
of those who came to the city and the different times at which 
they arrived, it was decided that a general council would run the 
city. A name was also chosen from a list of those proposed. 
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TI1e word Forde! was a name taken from a family survived by only a 
widow. Tiw entire family was lost in a scouting party during the first 
couple of months on Luclin. Previous to the loss, their family had 
been one known for great craftsmanship, they had played a vital role 
in the city's original construction. For that, the community honored 
them by immortalizing their name in the city they helped construct. 

The word Midst was taken from a long line of mages who 
researched the great portal on Norrath to bring them to Luclin and 
continued to this day on the research for a way to return. Many a 
mage carrying this family name had spent long hours probing and 
writing by candlelight in service to the community. For that, the com
munity honored them in their city's name. 

The name was to be "Forde! Midst", and it would ever be their 
haven from the shadows. 
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1) Arena 
2) Stables 
3) Pavillion 
41 Marketplace 
Sl Bank 
6) Earthcrafter's Meeting Hall 
7) Nexus 
8) To Echo Caverns 
9) Midst Library 

10) Inn 
11 J Residences 
12) Fordel Manor 
13) Port/Trade Authority 
14) To Paludal 
15) Caverns 
16) From Nexus 
17) To Nexus 
18) Hall of Prospects 
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1 J Trade Area 
2) (jate to Hollowshade 

• 3) Palace/Rouge, Beastlord, Bard and Shaman (juilds 
4) Courtyard 
5) Common Areas 
6) (jate to Shadeweaver 
7) Arena 
8( Warrior (juild 
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Support and Credits 

Obtaining Technical Support 

Due to variations in today's hardware and software, please check 
the following before you attempt to contact Customer Service: 

Your computer meets or exceeds the EverOuest System 
Requirements (Page 3.) 

You 've installed the proper version of DirectX (8.0 or Above), and 
recent hardware drivers (such as sound/video cards). 

You 're properly connected to the Internet through your Internet 
Service Provider. 

E-MAIL 
You may contact Customer Service and Technical Support via 

email at eqmail@soe.sony.com for technical issues or help resolv
ing billing or other account-related issues. A technical support or 
customer service representative will respond to your questions as 
quickly as possible, however; response times may vary depending 

on the volume of e-mails received by the Customer Service 
Department. 

TELEPHONE 
You may also contact EverOuest Customer Service and Technical 

Support at (858) 537-0898, Monday through Friday from 
8:30 AM to 5:30 PM Pacific, excluding holidays. 

STANDARD MAIL 
Sony Online Entertainment 

Attn: Customer Service I Technical Support 
8928 Terman Court 

San Diego, CA 92121 

CAME HELP 
The following web sites have a broad collection of official game 

information: 

http://www.station.sony.com 
http://everquest.station.sony.com 
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